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Below is a list of changes in the DBPLUS Performance Monitor system for monitoring PostgreSQL instances.
New in version 2020.2
Shared Dashboard
The new dashboard page allows the User to view all databases from every version of DBPLUS application
(Oracle, SQL Server, and PostgreSQL) at the same time. The current release will include a version of Dashboard
with a grid view. The Dashboard will be expanded with a view with online charts in next release.
Dashboard presentation
The Dashboard page is divided into areas:
▪ Information bar,
▪ Summary area,
▪ Instance area,
▪ Instance details.

Information bar
In this part of the page, the User has the option of switching views between the old and the new version of
the Dashboard page using the Togle view button.
Summary area
This contains information about connected versions of the DBPLUS application. The summary area contains
aggregated information about monitored databases available on a common page. Each tile presents databases
whose data is stored in separate database repositories. The User can present all databases together (All
Instances) as well as each of the platforms separately. To change the view, click on the individual tile.

The tiles, apart from the platform type and name, present aggregate information on the status of monitored
database instances.
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Instance area
This area contains basic information about monitored databases. The view can be filtered using previously
assigned groups to each of the databases - Group filter, as well as by enter the database name in the Search
instance field.

Basic data on databases contain information about:
▪ PostgreSQL instance status - the value is calculated based on performance indicators and alerts,
▪ Name – PostgreSQL instance name,
▪ Host Name - server name,
▪ Version – PostgreSQL instance version,
▪ Startup time – the date the database was last restarted,
▪ Category – categories assigned by the User in the DBPLUS application,
▪ Elapsed Time [%] – duration of queries based on the database in relation to the trend calculated for
the last 30 days,
▪ CPU Host [%] – N/A – not available,
▪ CPU [%] – N/A – not available,
▪ Waits [%] – percentage of all waits in relation to the historical trend,
▪ Waits statistics – ratio of top 3 statistics currently on the PostgreSQL instance,
▪ Sessions [%] – the number of active sessions in relation to the historical trend,
▪ Transactions – number of active transactions on the database,
▪ Alerts – alerts on the given instance in the last 2 hours,
▪ Free/Total space [GB] – ratio of free space to total database space.
Instance details
This area contains data on the most important performance statistics for the monitored database. If the User
click on individual elements at the level of the instance area, they will receive detailed information about the
given statistics at the level of instance details. For example, if User indicate a column with alerts, the user will
receive detailed information about the type of alert, class, time of occurrence and information about possible
next steps.

A new Dashboard page has been introduced in the latest version of the application. After enter the link, User
will see the previous version of Dashboard. To go to Dashboard, click the New dashboard button. The new
dashboard is visible at the new address:
http://computer_name/DPMPostgres/dashboard-main.aspx
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Dashboard Configuration
New dashboard page visible since 2020.2 and higher. To use the common dashboard page, each version of the
DBPLUS application (for Oracle, SQL Server and PostgreSQL) that the User wants to see on the Dashboard must
have a minimum version of 2020.2.
After completing the update process, the program automatically searches for the remaining versions of the
application installed on the given application server. In case they meet the connection conditions they will be
attached to the common Dashboard. Shared Dashboard is also possible when applications are installed on
different application servers.
Common Dashboard configuration is available from the Dbplus Configuration Wizard - Oracle available in the
Start menu. After starting the program, go to the Application Settings menu and then select the Configure
dashboard option.

After enter the Dashboard configuration, the User can change the settings of current applications by click the
[cog] button, remove previously added applications or add new applications to the common Dashboard.
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To add a new application, enter the address in the Url address field. The address should always be entered in
the format depending on the platform:
▪ http://server_name/DPMOracle/ (for the Oracle platform),
▪ http://server_name/DPM/ (for the SQL Server platform),
▪ http://server_name/DPMPostgres/ (for the PostgreSQL platform).
Then click the [Check] button, to verify the connection between the application servers. After successful
verification, it is possible to set whether the newly added application should be part of the common Dashboard
or we want it to be displayed separately. To do this, select the appropriate option in the Dashboard Mode field
(Integrated - shared, Standalone - separate).

The User can also change the name that will be presented on the Dashboard main page, as well as in the menu
on the left. To do this, simply enter the appropriate name in the Tool name and Menu section label fields.

Detailed charts - Additional query analysis
In the new version, we have provided the option of in-depth query analysis. The functionality is available on
the PostgreSQL Details screen in the Graph tab after selecting the option: Show detailed charts. This
functionality allows to compare any statistics of the analyzed query in combination with the performance
statistics of the entire database on one screen.

After selecting this option, the screen shows a graph that presents statistics of a given query and graphs that
show general performance data of the entire database, such as:
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▪ PostgreSQL Trend Statistics (Load trends)
▪ Waits Analyze
▪ I/O Statistics
Data can be compared for a specific point in time and verified for all statistics on one screen. By compiling
many statistics in one place, the User can easily find the source of the problem that affects the performance
of the query.

On the screen, the User can add any series available for a given chart by clicking the dropdown button and
selecting the given statistic from the list.
Charts can be freely zoomed as well as saved to a file, according to the logic available so far in the application.
Forecasting changes in database occupancy
In the latest version of the application we have introduced the functionality of forecasting disk space usage in
the database. This functionality will easily help each database administrator predict the size of the database
and facilitate the Capacity Planning process.
To check the database capacity in the future, select Space Monitor from the side menu and then select Show
Storage Forecast in the Instance Size tab.

Forecasting database occupation is calculated based on data collected by DBPLUS applications and saved in
the repository database. Forecasting can be done based on historical data from the last 3, 6 months as well as
the whole year.
Similarly, the User can set the forecast period for 3, 6 or 12 months in the future. After the forecast is made,
the chart will display a chart with information about the future database occupancy.
Checking the size in the future is possible for the entire PostgreSQL instance as well as individual databases
(Database History tab).
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Lock Screen - improvements

1.4.1 Unification of session information
In the new version of the application we have unified information about the blocking and blocked sessions
available for each version of the DBPLUS application.

In the latest version, information about the blocking and blocked sessions will be presented in order:
PID >> Session Status >> Wait >> Wait type >> Last Query Runtime >>Last Start Time >> Username >>
>>Database >> Program.

1.4.2 Session history - in-depth analysis
Another change on the lock screen is the ability to quickly go to session history based on the session ID: PID.
To do this, simply click the [+] button in the row with session details in the table with session details.
After clicking the button, it will show that an additional menu with the option to go to session history for the
selected session ID.

Grid manager – data presentation management
The latest release implements the next phase of data management presented in the tables on the pages of
the DBPLUS application. In the current version, this functionality has been introduced on other pages in the
application.
As a reminder, the User for the tables on the pages can change for each of the columns:
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•
•
•
•
•

Order of displayed columns,
Visibility of columns,
Change of format,
Change of precision,
Change of width.

Additionally, it is now possible to hide the Summary row on each page, using the settings available after
pressing the [cog] button.

General improvements

1.6.1 Security – database and functional profiles
To provide easier access to statistics for monitored PostgreSQL instances in the DBPLUS application, we have
improved the process of assigning access profiles to users / user groups. In the latest version, it is possible to
create a separate profile that gives access only to specific PostgreSQL instances available in the monitoring,
and separately the User can grant permissions to the functional part of the application (access to pages and
functionality).
If the User wants to create separately profiles that give access only to PostgreSQL instances, it is enough to
create a profile not to grant access at the functional level (Functions rights tab), do not select any access option
(the Dashboard checkbox is selected by default).
Similarly, if the User wants to create a profile that contains only access to application pages, it is necessary to
indicate to which functionalities the User is to have access and not to grant permissions at the level of SQL
Instance (Instances access tab).
If User creates profiles separately for each area, remember that the User for whom you grant permissions has
access to both the functions of the DBPLUS application and PostgreSQL instance.
Of course, if User creates a shared access profile with the rights to functions and databases, the function
remains unchanged and is still available.

1.6.2 Keep selection – save selected dates
In the new version of the application we have changed the location of the function that remembers the
selected date range for which the User performs the analysis. The functionality is particularly useful when
analyzing a problem that has occurred in the past, by remembering the settings, individual pages in the
application will always be opened with the selected date range. To save the settings, click the padlock icon.
Closed icon means that dates will be remembered on application pages.
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If User wants to return to the standard settings, just click the padlock icon again to turn off date storage.

1.6.3 Small fixes and improvements
1.6.3.1

The series order in the POSTGRESQL Details chart has been improved

In the SQL Details tab, we have improved the order of the series on the graph that shows execution plans.
After the changes, the order of the plans depends on the size of the statistics for the query plan.

1.6.3.2 SSL mode support
In the latest version of the application, we have added the ability to support SSL mode to configure a
connection with a PostgreSQL instance. The mode can be configured from the Dbplus Configuration Wizard PostgreSQL program available in the Start menu. This mode is available during:
▪ add a repository database,
▪ modification of the repository database (Repository settings),
▪ add a new instance for monitoring (Add another instance),
▪ modification of the database added to monitoring,
▪ add an instances from a file.
Changing the settings consists in selecting the SSL mode checkbox during configuration.. Then select the
appropriate option from the list. Additionally, in order to authenticate with your own certificate, you can check
the option Trust self-signed certificates.
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1.6.4 Import PostgreSQL Instance from file
In the new version of the application, we have added the option of mass adding SQL instances to monitoring.
Add new PostgreSQL instances to monitoring is possible from the Dbplus Configuration Wizard - PostgreSQL
program available in the Start menu.

In order to add databases using a flat file, select the option Import instances from file. In the next window,
select the file with the * .txt or * .csv extension.
The file should contain the following data in the order indicated:
CONNECTION_NAME, USERNAME, PASSWORD, DATABASE, DBPLUS_USER, DBPLUS_PASSWORD, HOSTNAME,
TCPPORT, SSL_MODE ('disabled', 'require' or 'prefer'), TRUST_SELF_SIGNED_SSL ('true' or 'false').
Below is an example file content *.txt:
POSTGRES_9.6, ADMIN, test, postgres, DBPLUS, test123!, Localhost, 5434, prefer, false
POSTGRES_11, ADMIN, test123!, Postgres, DBPLUS_11, test123!, Localhost, 5436, prefer, false
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The user can select additional options:
▪ Create DBPLUS user if not exists
The application will check if the user indicated in the file exists in the database and if the option to create a
new user is selected, such a user will be created. If the user creation option is not selected and there is no
existing user in the database, the application will return an error message.
▪ Assign SUPERUSER role to newly created DBPLUS users (recommended)
This option assigns the newly created user SUPERUSER roles.
▪ Trim trailing and leading whitespace characters
This option removes spaces from the front and back of the string in the loaded file.
After loading the file, the user receives information about the readiness of a given instance for import. At this
point, the user can select which PostgreSQL instances should be marked for import (Market for Import). To
start importing, click the [Import] button.
After the import is completed, we will receive information about the completion of the process and
information about the number of imported PostgreSQL instances.

1.6.5 Check for update – information about the new version of the application
In the latest version of the application we have modified the presentation of information about new versions
of the application. Information is available on the "old" version of the Dashboard screen. After verifying the
availability of a newer version of the application, just click the [Check for Updates] button.
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